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FIGHT NIGHT
than expected; the atmosphere was electric.” comes more attention and more chaos”.
Certainly more people showed up than
After Abby Sherratt, Carter Residence
At 10:30 p.m. last Monday night, a little last year. The first Ghetto fight night Director, caught wind of the fights, she
under 200 Covenant students gathered to began when freshmen John Eger and Eric notified the campus security guard who
witness the second annual Ghetto Fight Cromartie planned to box one another. headed down to break up the fights. “It was
Night. Over 20 vehicles circled up at Word got around and students lined up at a liability thing” said Sheratt, “just in case
Shadowlands with their headlights focused Ghettos door wanting to witness the show anyone got hurt.”
on the center of the dusty, make-shift ring. down.
The campus guard drove to Shadowlands
Geared up with boxing gloves and headgear,
This year Ghetto wanted to expand the and stopped everything during the third
a match-up between two RAs kicked off the event by allowing more people to come fight between sophomore Matthew Higgins
event, closely followed by two more matches. and watch. They wanted it to be a fun and freshman James Marshall. After the
Each fighter looked like he was having loads thing, “something that was a spectator guard told everyone they had to leave,
of fun.
event rather than just a participation event,” students piled into their cars and headed
Sophomore Matthew Higgins noted that Higgins said, so they moved it off the hall down to Carter field to finish the fights. At
the fights were all done “for the love of the to Shadowlands where there would be more around 11:20 p.m. over 20 cars pulled into
sport, no grudge matches; it was always room to fight and more room for students the Carter soccer fields in the middle of the
friend fighting friend or stranger fighting to cheer. However, as sophomore Lauren residential neighborhood of Farland.
stranger. Also, a lot more people showed up Shumaker said, “with more people also
“At this point things were a bit chaotic;
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no one knew where to circle up the cars to
continue the fight,” Shumaker said. Soon
after, Sherratt and Joel Rietema, Andreas
Resident Director, appeared on the scene
and told everyone that they had to leave.
Students dispersed and that is where the
night ended.
Will there be another Ghetto Fight
Night next year? No one quite really
knows for sure, but whatever happens
may need to be executed less chaotically.
According to Greg Ford, head of Campus
Security, there was an estimated $3000 in
damage done to a security vehicle which
included a dented hood, cracked window,
and damaged fender.
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Georgia Tuition Equalization Grant
PHOTO BY DIEGO P. CANOSSA

by Kaitlin Fender & Sam Belz

budget, which reflects Georgia revenue, was off
The Georgia Tuition Equalization Grant about 12% from last year. That means the state
(GTEG), intended to help equalize the finan- has a lot of financial pressures everywhere, accial gap between attending a private and public cording to Jim Jolly, who serves on both Covcollege or university, will likely be eliminated enant’s Board and the State’s Board of Regents.
next year. This grant was received by about
Residents of Georgia get two kinds of finan420 Covenant students last award year; that’s cial aid unique to the Peach State. One, GTEG,
almost 45% of the undergraduate full-time controlled by state funds, goes to every Georgia
student body. The year before, in 2008-2009, resident who chooses private education over
the GTEG was already suffering losses, since it public. The HOPE Scholarship, on the other
was halved from its highest amount, $600 in hand, based on lottery instead of state funds,
2008-2009, to $300 this semester, after several goes to Georgia students with GPAs above 3.0.
previous reductions.
While Covenant awaits final word on the fate
Many students have been frustrated by these of GTEG in the state legislature, the College
cuts, especially in cases where they planned has friends in high places. The Georgia Foundatheir four-year funding in advance. “It could tion for Independent Colleges, to which Covchange for incoming classes,” said junior Callie enant belongs, lobbies on Covenant’s behalf
Oldham of Statesboro, Georgia, “but changing whenever issues of HOPE and GTEG come up
in the middle of the year is harder to make up.” in either House. The key thing is making sure
The statewide situation is unprecendented that Georgia senators and representatives know
in the Board of Regents’ 75-year history. The what is at stake in their vote.

Faculty Quotes of the Week
“I’m not sure if mules can be male or female. But I’m
not really familiar with mule genitalia.”
Prof. Tim Morris, Contemporary Biology

Dr. Nielson has even made visits to Atlanta.
According to Vice President for Academic Affairs Jeff Hall--Dr. Nielson was not available for
interview--the president’s message to the state
is straightforward, “Look at what a deal you’re
getting; you don’t have to pay for the entire tuition of these folks,’” Hall paraphrased. “’You
at least need to show something that they’re
Georgia citizens; they pay taxes and have the
right to some funds at least.” Some have even
recommended getting students on a letter-writing campaign. “We’ve decided not to do that,”
said Hall. “We thought it would be odd for
us to have the one thing at the College we ever
say ‘write a letter’ about is personal funding and
that’s all.”
While there was originally a sense that Governor Perdue’s budget would eliminate the
GTEG, there’s been talk recently in the House
Appropriations Subcommittee on Higher Education of maintaining GTEG at $300 this com-

ing year and increasing HOPE to $4,500. The
qualifier here is that it’s still just in subcommittee. If the state does increase HOPE, though,
Georgia private-schoolers with good grades
could be receiving up to $4,800.
But there’s still the question: how would
the loss of GTEG affect the College? Hall
said, “It’s not a big enough amount to affect
students who are thinking about coming,” he
said. There’s also the safeguard of the contingencies that Covenant builds into the budget
for surprises in enrollment, according to Hall.
As for students and families, the College has not
said that they will step up and provide more
scholarship money if GTEG fades away; most
of that burden will fall to families. Of course,
Hall said, families are welcome to appeal packages and receive consideration, but there are no
blanket guarantees.

kfender@covenant.edu
sbelz@covenant.edu

“My parents told me not to do anything to a girl that I
wouldn’t want done to my sister. So that pretty much
ended my dating career.”
Prof. Toni Chiareli, Intro to Sociology
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Administration Begins
Facilities Condition Asessment

by Lana Nelson
& Andrew Shaughnessy
The administration is working hard to
evaluate and fulfill constantly changing
facilities needs across campus. Work on
Carter, including this past year’s closing
and renovation of Third South, is a tiny
part of a much bigger initiative of concerted evaluation and action, called the Facilities Condition Assessment. Some changes,
such as Carter’s anticipated renovation of
the north end, will be continued as funding
is available. Other projects will take years
to even be properly analyzed before action
can be taken due to the numerous intertwined factors, issues, and demands that
must be evaluated and addressed.
While working towards the ongoing effort at maintaining and improving campus
facilities, the administration conducted
two separate assessments (the Krebs and
Draper evaluations) to gather data on the
state of the buildings, infrastructure, and
water systems of the college. These two primary evaluations are in addition to separate evaluations for both Carter Hall and
the Dora Maclellan Brown Memorial Chapel. These four collections of data must be
individually analyzed in light of each other.
The Krebs Evaluation deals with the
water, sanitation, and the storm drainage
system. The Draper Evaluation, for which
a team of architects and engineers were
recently brought in, focuses on campus
buildings.
This complex web of information makes it
impossible to arrive at a prioritized to-do list
right away. While the data has been gathered, David Northcutt, Director of Facilities
Management, warned that the college is still
in the analysis stage and will be for months.
“It will probably take through next fall to
PHOTO BY GARRETT REID
even get to a basic analysis of the data, and
then even longer before we get into financial
planning,” Northcutt said.
Infrastructure Hydraulic Evaluation). This buildings in shape (by changing filters,
Knowing that contexts and conditions is both a preventative measure for healthy keeping roofs in proper order, etc.) will
can change rapidly, the administration is maintenance in later years, and a forward- prevent larger problems from even comformulating a plan that is intentionally flu- looking move that anticipates and informs ing up. However, they were sure to analyze
id. Unforeseeable events, like the mudslide any campus expansion. If the college is go- larger issues as well.
that happened behind the Chapel last Fall, ing to build another building somewhere in
“We also looked into what major capital
change everything, Troy Duble, Vice Presi- the next 10, 30, or even 50 years, its place- investments we may need to make on the
dent, explained. Northcutt spent a substan- ment and design has to conform to the overall structure and body of the buildings,”
tial amount of time over the course of last previously established water system place- Troy Duble added. “There were not a lot of
semester dealing strictly with repercussions ment and design.
huge surprises, which was a huge blessing.”
of that event. These kind of unexpected
Consultants for the Draper Evaluation
This is just one of the ways that the adproblems completely rework priorities for gathered information on the overall needs of ministration is working towards a coherent
assessment and action, underlining the the buildings, trying to create a bigger picture analytic structure, which will anticipate
college’s necessity for a plan that is able to for the needs of the college. “They looked at the college’s future needs, leave flux room
change with changing circumstances.
mechanical systems, roofs, finishes, preven- for changing conditions, and attempt to
Once again, however, the task is diffi- tative maintenance...there’s a whole array of deal with present concerns appropriately
cult because of the staggeringly intercon- things,” Northcutt said; “It’s like maintaining and efficiently.
nected nature of the various evaluations. your car, a building is very similar.”
“Plans are great road maps,” Duble said, “
An example, Northcutt explained, is the
Maintenance problems are common in but the only way plans are good is when they
need for a long range plan on the college’s old buildings and old campuses, so the ad- can change fluidly with changing demands.”
water systems (as addressed by the Krebs ministration hopes that keeping the older
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Changes in the Church Scholarship Promise
by Joe Dodd
Beginning with the Fall 2010 freshman class,
changes in the Church Scholarship Promise will
take effect. While many students are a part of
this scholarship, it is possible that it could cover
an even larger percentage of student tuition.
“You can get $3,250 for getting your church to
pledge money,” stated freshman Kristin Owen, a
work-study student in the Advancement Office.
Owen said that while working in the office she
learned how a student could receive a scholarship of
12.8% ($3,250) of full time tuition through the CSP.
She said that it was as easy as calling her
church and asking if they would pledge $10
per member per year. Owen attends New Covenant Church in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
According to Owen, the CSP “asks churches to
give $10 per member per year” as a donation toward Covenant. If the church gives that amount,
the CSP allows all Covenant students who are
members of that church to receive the scholarship.
If a church wishes to increase their donation level to $20 per member per year, the students would
receive 12.8% of full time tuition plus $500
($3,750). If the donation level reaches $40, the
students would receive 12.8% of full time tuition
plus $1,500 ($4,750). If a church increases their
giving level, the current students who are receiving
the former scholarship award amounts will also be
eligible for the increased scholarship amount.
Katie Mitchell, staff member in the Office for
Advancement, said that the giving church must be
the student’s home church. “They need to have
been a member by December 31st of the year before they come to Covenant,” Mitchell said.
Mitchell added that “the church does not
need to be P.C.A....[and] students whose parents are overseas missionaries can receive the
CSP through their supporting churches.” She
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specified that the CSP goes into effect the
year following the church’s donation. So, if a
church gives during the 2010 calendar year,
the CSP does not take effect until the 20112012 school year.
Owen noted that she was surprised when she
realized how much a student could receive in
scholarship through the CSP. “I wanted to let
other students know about this.”
Mitchell explained that the CSP has existed since

1980, but few students have taken advantage of it.
“A lot of churches are already giving $9 [as a donation].” If students would only contact their home
church and ask that they pledge a dollar more, then
the scholarship would apply,” She said.
An update will be applied to the CSP beginning with the incoming class of Fall 2010.
This update, as stated in the financial aid handbook, reads: “churches who give to the CSP
program for five or more consecutive years

would receive a financial aid package of at least
50% of tuition for the dependent children of
their Teaching Elders who serve as Associate,
Assistant, and Senior Pastors.”
“As we’re updating the CSP, we wanted to get
the word out to students,” Mitchell said.
For more information regarding the CSP see
Katie Mitchell or Kristin Owen in Carter 114.

joe.dodd@covenant.edu

Belzacombs Sacrifice Tradition Cancelled
by Luisa DiBernardo

Do you agree with Student
Development’s decision to break
up the traditional Belzacombs
“virgin sacrifice” that occurred
Friday (4/16) during chapel?
77% No
8% Yes
15% I have no idea.

On Friday during chapel, Belzacombs was publicly restrained from giving their annual “virgin sacrifice” to spring.
During spring preview weekend, Belzacombs,
comprised of Founders’ male halls Catacombs and
First Belz, jokingly selects a younger male as a “virgin” to parade around the chapel lawn and “give”
to the “god of spring.” The “virgin” wears white,
the Catacombs RA has a knife, red paint is thrown,
and then they fight. All in good fun, of course.
Though the “sacrifice” has occurred twice in the
past, this year Student Development stopped it,
but they permitted the group to continue to run
around the chapel lawn in costume. “A longstanding tradition was shut down with little explanation,”
said senior Colin Stayton, a Catacombian.
However, Student Development doesn’t share
the same thoughts as Belzacombs on the history of
this event. They consider the event to be a prank—
one which would need approval—and they believe
they confronted Belzacombs about its inappropriate nature last year.
“I don’t mean to be malicious, “ said Associate
Dean of Students Emily Ford, “I just don’t want
anyone to be offended.” Ford encouraged students

to see the big picture—some people are offended
by displays pertaining to virginity, cross-dressing,
and killing.
“We’re okay with rules, said Stayton, “What
we’re not okay with is the catch-all clause in the
Administration’s policy sheet that gives them absolute authority to deem anything ‘against policy.’”
In the see-saw of what’s right and wrong, senior
Sam Belz, RA of First Belz, said “It’s hard not to
see the decision as part of a larger movement of
control; at the moment before the sacrifice, their
authority came down razor sharp and it felt like
this one interdiction was a direct rebuke on our
very identity.”
Similar sentiments were demonstrated in a campus-wide poll conducted on Monday. At lunchtime in the Great Hall, 102 students were surveyed
as to whether or not they agreed with Student
Development’s decision to break up the traditional
“virgin sacrifice.” 77% responded that they did not.
Ford described Belzacombs as “good about
embracing diverse personalities.” However, she
believes that their expressions of creativity must be
channeled into more inoffensive realms.
With additional reporting by Kaitlin Fender.

ldibernardo@covenant.edu
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This is Happening: Our Generation
by Colin Stayton
This could be the defining sound of our generation. This could be the one our kids look back
to as the one that meant everything to everyone.
The way “(I Can’t Get No) Satisfaction” did in
the 60s, or “Forever Young” did in the 80s, or
“Bittersweet Symphony” did for our older sister.
I’d like to defend this kind of romanticism, but I
can’t. If anything, those songs were moments, little
ones that fed into bigger ones that, when viewed together, formed a powerful but indefinable impression. There has never been one song, or one album,
or even one artist that has ever captured all the fears,
longings, fashions, and world crises of a generation,
and This Is Happening will be no different.
But I wanted it to be. And even now, after selfdeflating all my sweeping, misguided notions,
there are still moments on This Is Happening that
make me second-guess myself—notably, “All I
Want.” Easily the album’s crowning achievement,
it follows the footsteps of James Murphy’s other
two great hits, “Someone Great” and “All My
Friends,” by taking a familiar chord progression
and a simple melody and letting them burn slowly
above a growing swell of synths and circular beats.
All this builds while Murphy sings over and
over, “All I want is your pity,” and it’s a pretty
poignant statement for our moment in time. Sociologists say our generation is one of unabashed
optimism despite an overwhelming burden of
inherited problems—economy, environment,
and world relations, to name a few. We’re the
generation that expects much for ourselves, but
not nearly as much as the passing generation expects from us. And when Murphy sings, “All I
want is your pity,” it sounds like a preemptive
apology for a generation that wants to create
world peace as much as we want the doe-eyed
glow of beer and strobe lights and petty romance,
night after night after night.
But that only describes us—you and I—halfway, doesn’t it? What really defines our generation is our need for immediacy up against
the wary economists who are telling us, “Save!
Build! Wait!” This is the same tension that
defines Murphy’s sound. The songs, most of
which are seven-plus minutes in length, start
with something simple, catchy, immediate, and
let it patiently grow to an unbearable weight.
Above all that, Murphy speaks to us like a drunken,
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self-conscious Confucius, always trying to form his world that pop music has been promising us for the
aphorism but never quite saying it. He runs trails greater portion of our lives.
around both images gathered from real life and those
Is that our generation? Or have I generalized too
fabricated from an illusory pop otherworld—the one much? Looking back on the first decade of the 21st
where James Murphy, an aging, rambling nerd, is an century, a lot of people are trying to distill the sound
international pop icon. And that’s who we are, a gen- of our music into one, all-encompassing tagline. It’s
eration guiltily torn between the pressing needs of our the unfortunate effect of historicizing to make comworld-in-shambles and the majestic, if all but fleeting plex things simple, and if at all possible we should

avoid doing so. I can only hope that someday, when
my son finds this CD in an old shoebox and listens
for the first time to “All I Want,” he’ll understand
the generation it was trying to capture, and maybe,
for a second, he’ll feel this moment in time—our
moment—as if it was still the present.

colin.stayton@covenant.edu

An Opportunity to Bless and be Blessed
by Stacy McDowell
“We serve a God who is never late, and never early.
We serve an on-time God.” I have heard this quote
many times from a lady at the Widow’s Bible Study
that meets in St. Elmo. I never thought that signing
up for a widows’ ministry would be something that
I would look back on as being an incredible blessing
in my life—but it has been just that.
Widows’ Harvest Ministry serves widows in
Chattanooga. A group of about sixty-five widows
meet at St. Elmo Baptist Church every Tuesday
from 10 a.m. until 2 p.m. for a Bible study. I began
going to these studies my freshman year and started
to build relationships with these amazing women.
These ladies come from all walks of life, are of all dif-

ferent ages, and have two things in common: they for the students who write letters to these ladies to
are devoted in their walks with Jesus, and they have get to meet them in person and start forming tanlost their earthly husbands. These two things bring gible relationships.
them together, and it shows in the way they support,
In my senior year, I can honestly say that this
love, and pray for one another.
is the one ministry that has blessed me the most.
The Covenant community is involved with this These ladies are true prayer warriors; they love the
ministry through hosting a workday once a month Lord so much. We may not have the same theoon a Saturday morning, where we go to a widow’s logical views on certain things, but in a way, that is
home and help with yard work. We write letters refreshing. I enjoy seeing people of different backto them once a month. We do special things for grounds and denominations, coming together to
holidays such as making Valentine’s Day bags and pray for one another, and support each other. These
sending Christmas cards. Once a semester we host ladies have been there for me personally, prayed
a brunch in the Caudle Room and invite the wid- with me, and even though I am student-teaching
ows to join us for two hours of food, fellowship, and this semester and cannot attend their studies anymusic. They always love coming, and it’s a great way more, they have written me letters. I continue to

have special relationships with them and they have
illustrated to me many times that the God we serve
is always on time.
The Lord is never late. It’s hard when He asks
us to wait for things, to not be anxious about our
prayers being answered on our time. But I have
gone back to that quote and reminded myself that
the Lord knows exactly what He is doing. I can rest
in the fact that “we serve an on-time God.” Much
of this I learned from my friendships in the Widows Ministry. If you are looking for a way to get
involved in Chattanooga, please consider being a
part of this ministry. I can guarantee that you will
be surprised with how much you are blessed in
return. E-mail brooke.wilbanks@covenant.edu.
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Erykah Badu’s
New Amerykah
Part Two

How to Train Your Dragon

by Austin Humbles
Erykah Badu helped pioneer neo-soul at the beginning of the decade, blending funk, soul, jazz, and
hip-hop into a distinct sound. Other artists (such as
D’Angelo and India.Arie) produced similar work,
but only Badu outlasted what proved to be a brief
trend. Her last album, New Amerykah Part One
(4th World War), managed to meld neo-soul with
a more modern hip-hop sound that kept her from
slipping into obscurity with her peers. Not only
did she successfully update her sound, she created
a masterpiece of potent social commentary. The album greeted listeners with a cackling pitch-shifted
Wizard of Oz promising them the American dream,
and proceeded to tackle issues of identity, poverty,
and justice.
Her newest album, New Amerykah Part Two (Return of the Ankh) is supposed to be a sequel, but it
bears little emotional resemblance to its predecessor. “There are only two emotions experienced by
humankind: fear and love,” says Badu on one of the
album’s interludes. This simplistic New Age maxim
belies the thematic underpinnings of the duology—
if Part One was fear, than Part Two is love. Where
Part One looked outward and critiqued society, Part
Two is an introspective journey through human
emotion.
Like its forerunner, New Amerykah Part Two is a
sprawling and scattered expression of whatever happened to be on Badu’s mind at the time. Love is a
loosely unifying theme, and the multi-movement
songs prove she has plenty to say about the subject.
Songs vary wildly in their tone. One moment she
wants a “ticket outta town” (“Window Seat”) and
the next she’s lonely (“Gone Baby, Don’t Be Long”).
A few minutes later she’s joking about sleeping with
your friends (“You Loving Me”).
What’s beautiful about New Amerykah as a series
is that its separate parts dialogue with each other.
Part Two fills in some of the emotional gaps of Part
One. Both albums feature barely-perceptible transitions between tracks that make the whole experience surreal. And the ultra-cool production on Part
Two brings much-needed resolution to the claustrophobic and frantic sounds of Part One. She’s been
accused of narcissism, but a personality as complex
as Erykah Badu’s merits two albums and twentythree tracks to fully capture it.
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The clumsy and lean Hiccup spends his time inventing clever contraptions. Putting him on the
At last, a dragon movie that’s actually good! Af- battlefield is just asking for trouble. When one of
ter Eragon, Reign of Fire, and other dragon movies Hiccup’s contraptions successfully brings down
that were box office flops, it seemed a good dragon a dragon, he can’t bring himself to slay the beast.
movie was near impossible. Enter How to Train He befriends the dragon instead, learning over the
Your Dragon, the latest animated flick from Dream- course of time that the dragons are nothing like
Works, an imaginative and delightful romp perfect what the Vikings believed them to be. Hiccup
for both the young and young at heart.
learns to see the dragons for what they truly are,
In the ancient Viking town of Berk, dragons are but will the rest of the village be as accepting?
the people’s biggest concern. They regularly attack
How to Train Your Dragon has an extremely fathe town, stealing sheep and burning buildings miliar plot, so much so that even a child can tell
to the ground. Becoming a dragon slayer is the from the very beginning where the plot is going.
highest honor one can achieve, and young Hiccup However, in their first animated outing since Lilo
wants to be one of these honored elite. After all, and Stitch, directors Dean Deblois and Chris Sandnot only is Hiccup’s father the leader of the village, ers weave an enchanting and engaging tale. They
but he’s also the mightiest dragon slayer in all of do this by maintaining a good balance between
Berek. He has a family name to live up to.
humor and action while still focusing on telling
The problem is he’s nothing like the muscular, a story. They spend as much time developing the
brave Stoik the Vast. He’s the complete opposite. characters as they do creating believable animation,

by Daniel Tucker

especially the dragons.
The animation department at DreamWorks
must have had a blast bringing the dragons from
Cressida Cowell’s children’s book to life. From
Night Furies and Gronckles to Hideous Zipplebacks, each species is as magical and unique as the
next. The decision not to make the dragons able to
talk is why the film is so successful. It gives the artists more freedom in conveying emotion and cuteness than if they had given them pointless dialogue.
Granted, How to Train Your Dragon isn’t the
most original animated movie to grace the silver
screen, but it’s one of the most enjoyable and
family-friendly films of the year. The fact that it is
back on top as the number two movie in America
proves that point. We need more movies like this.
Hollywood thinks that profane, pointless films
exalting immoral lifestyles are what bring in the
dough. No, it’s the dragons.

From the Sea to the Mountain
by Joben Lewis
“Come back to me,” whispered the mermaid
mournfully, cradling the head of a waterlogged
prince in her lap. This was the first line of senior
Alysha McCullough’s Niada, and with it I was rapt
for the rest of this retelling of The Little Mermaid.
Niada was written and directed by McCullough in
partial completion of her Senior Thesis, and was
crewed and performed entirely by Covenant College students and faculty.
The production of Niada successfully maneuvered the challenges of a one-act play. McCullough’s
script kept the language simple, not only abstracting the setting and making it more accessible to the
audience, but also allowing character development
to move quickly. In fact, with the title heroine unable to speak for most of the play, and the majority of the performers playing silent roles, the performance relied on the physical skills of the actors
more than the vocal.
The dancers, seniors Wes Simmonds and Justin
Johns, and freshman Ann Jones, were as important
to the success of the play as the speaking roles. Prior
to Niada’s haunting first line, these three played the
ocean, dancing with streamers as the watery world
itself, and, as the sea creatures, they lurked in colorful, mismatched masks, lending an uneasy, alien feel
to the realm of the sorceress Istre.
The set, designed by McCullough and senior B.
Mitchell, did not impede the story, but it reflected
the department’s lack of funds.

McCullough’s characters were profound and, despite the outward appearance of some, profoundly
human. Freshman Beth Mixon played the mermaid Merin, comically and movingly juvenile in
her desperate love for the human prince Dorian,
played by freshman John Hollback. Merin’s father,
the sea king (senior Isaac Spiecher) has sworn “ne’re
again shall the two worlds meet.” Merin, however,
appeals to her Aunt, Istre. Played by a sharp, authoritative junior Katie Jenkins, Istre agrees to make
Merin human in exchange for her beautiful voice.
Merin’s transformation was accompanied by
costuming ingenuity and one of the evening’s
more powerful sound and light displays. This was a
shocking, powerful transition to the world on land.
Cawley’s costuming was, like the set, minimalistic. Merin and her sisters Gwynlyn (freshman Alia
Hollbeck) and Hali (freshman Anne Patterson)
wore straight dresses as tails, and the dancers wore
masks to represent their varied roles.
Scene changes once again made creative use of
the dancers, and even the main actors, who remained in character as they shifted set-pieces. This
greatly aided the play by maintaining the flow of
the story, and even introduced some subplots, such
as Simmonds’ and Cawley’s entertaining flirtation.
If the play had a weak point, it was the establishment of character. With only one act, and without
a well-visualized world or distinct vocabulary, it was
difficult to empathize with the characters. Mixon
and Hollbeck played parts that demanded precision in every line, stance, and motion in order to

convey the essentials of the story. They did an admirable job; still, sometimes they were difficult to
read. Freshman David Pickering gave a laudable
performance as the particularly mature character
Kade, Dorian’s brother. Christina Hartwell’s performance as the princess Aislyn was brief but surprisingly sympathetic, owing to good delivery of strong
lines. Hollback played his young character as immature and shallow, both inviting and forgetting
“his Niada’s” (Merin’s) love, and driving the play, to a
dark, yet redemptive, climax.
Istre offers Merin one way of escape from the
pain-ridden human world: kill the prince. Merin,
by now the epitome of silent agony, hurls herself
into the sea rather than make such a decision.
When the sea king berates Istre for enabling Merin’s transformation, Istre sinisterly turns the table by
offering a terrible choice: the sea king may restore
his daughter’s life and voice by making her permanently human, but at the cost of his own mortality. Ruled by love for his daughter, the king silently
hands Istre his scepter and carries his daughter back
to land. Waking to discover her father’s sacrifice, the
mourning Merin speaks for the first time to Kade,
and the play concludes with the establishment of
their relationship.
Niada does a fine job maintaining the integrity
of this fairy tale as a fairy tale. It is fanciful yet true
to life. McCullough muses in the director’s notes
on the themes given to this story in the past; she
and her cast and crew have told it as a tale of tragic
brokenness and unexpected, beautiful redemption.
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DUBSTEP

WOMP! WOMP! WA-WOMP-WOBBLE WOBBLE WA-WOMP! WOBBLE
by John Drexler
Dubstep is finally seeping into American culture. For the past decade, Dubstep
has grown into one of the most widely accepted and discussed new genres worldwide.
Although the ideas and influences behind
Dubstep may seem obscure, the outcome is
surprisingly accessible, and has turned into a
multicultural epidemic—but the good kind.
As Reggae grew in popularity in the 1960s,
a small group of innovative, London-based
music lovers sought to create a new subgenre
of Reggae by simply distorting and manipulating the sounds of popular songs. Typically
they just dubbed out the vocals, emphasized
the bass lines, subtly affected the drums, and
added interesting sounds to generate a very
relaxed, ambient vibe. This genre was very
cleverly titled “Dub.”
Now, fast-forward thirty years. London
lays legitimate claim to the birthplace of the
vast majority of notable electronic dance producers as well as a hotbed of clubs, fans, and
underground pirate radio stations devoted to
this music. Most great dance music pulses at
about 128 beats per minute. That is the familiar tempo of the traditional bouncing, bassy
kick drum that drives club music, house, UK
garage, disco, and now most pop songs on
the radio. Think Britney Spears’ “Toxic.”
A handful of London producers decided
that such a tempo did not provide enough
flexibility to exhaust their abilities, and created a new genre called 2-Step. 2-Step resides at
140 beats per minute. The kick drum doesn’t
simply pound on every quarter note, but
slowly and intricately bounces around the
measure. 2-Step is more conducive to slow
head bobbing than it is to energetic jumping or moshing. It uses much more syncopa-

PHOTO BY KIMBERLY DAWSON

London-based beatmaster Rusko enchants an excited crowd with his suspensful build-ups and crazy drops.
tion and a variety of rhythms to create a less
danceable, but more engaging sound, reminiscent of the forgotten genre of Dub. Thus,
Dubstep was created.
Some of the first notable Dubstep artists
like Skream, Benga, and Kode 9 got their
start producing an identifiable sound using
these sparse but intricate beats, deep bass
lines, and an undeniable Reggae influence.
Dubstep received strong promotion from
BBC Radio 1 as these producers strung together long DJ sets of their own music mixed
with music of lesser-known underground
Dubstep producers.

It did not take long for this sound to spread. producers have used it to remix popular rap
In the years since, Dubstep has evolved in songs. This seems to be one of the most wideseveral different directions. Many artists like ly accepted subgenres of Dubstep in America.
Skream still operate under the influence of In fact, Joker was commissioned to write the
Reggae, generating heavy, relaxed, very crisp- theme song for TRON Legacy, which is likely
ly produced songs, as exemplified by the song to be one of the biggest blockbusters of the
“Dutch Flowerz.” “Grime,” a branch of this year.
traditional Dubstep sound actually samples
Another notable evolution of Dubstep is
Reggae vocalists, like in Tes La Rok’s Remix the “wobble.” The wobble is one of the most
of Uncle Sam’s “Round the World Girls.”
identifiable sounds in popular Dubstep. It is
American producers, like Joker and Bird the “wah wah wah” sound of a distorted, osPeterson have translated the ideas of Dubstep cillating synthesizer that has played a huge
to a sound that flirts with synth-heavy HipHop. This sound works so well that many
continued on page nine

The Apple Trees at Olema
ems verge on being short stories. An interesting shift is that they are other people’s stories,
Robert Hass’ latest work appears insepa- yet they pick up on themes scattered across his
rable from his previous collections. The Apple previous work: heartbreak, the death of his
Trees at Olema is a more interesting title than cocaine addicted brother, his alcoholic mother,
New and Collected Poems, but the new poems divorce, love, birdsong, trees.
lack the full-bodied mastery of 2005’s Time
The new poems once again betray his inand Materials. Still, this is Hass’ first collected debtedness to Czeslaw Milosz. Until his death
works, frosted with new and worthy poetry, so in 2004, Milosz, an expatriate Lithuanian, was
you should buy it or download it or whatever. Hass’ colleague at Berkeley and Nobel LaureThere are nine new poems and most of them ate in 1980. The Apple Trees at Olema offers
are long enough to be broken into sections. new readers a chance to see Milosz influence
Many are stories or long selections from note- take root in Human Wishes and blossom in
books. While they do not feel as though Hass Sun under Wood and Time and Materials.
has fully digested them, they bear his steady Hass poems become focused and specific in
voice and keen observation. Hass’ work has
always tended to be narrative, and his new pocontinued on page nine

by Luke Irwin
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KICK

by Daniel Tucker

What did I learn from Kick-Ass? I learned that if
you go along with rumors that you’re gay you’ll get
to sleep with the girl of your dreams. I learned that
“normal” teenagers fantasize about their English
teachers and tell sex jokes as part of everyday conversation. I learned that it’s perfectly acceptable for
girls to never attend a day of school in exchange
for stabbing drug dealers in the neck or putting a
gun in their mouth and then pulling the trigger.
Perhaps the most disturbing thing I learned was
that America genuinely enjoyed it.
On what seems to be a mere whim, Dave Lizewski (Aaron Johnson) who orders a scuba-diving
suit and hits the streets to fight crime, narrates every step of the way to the audience. We don’t really
understand his motivation behind his decision to
fight crime. This film resides in a universe where
motivations are secondary to the resulting action.
A character who does have motivation is Damon Macready (Nicholas Cage). A former cop,
Macready was framed as a drug dealer by crime
lord Frank D’Amico (Mark Strong) and sent to
prison. Now out of jail, Macready dresses up in a
Batman suit, takes on the alias “Big Daddy,” and
spends every waking hour enacting his revenge on
D’Amico. He’s aided by his 11-year-old daughter
Mindy (Chloe Moretz), a.k.a. Hit-Girl. Over the
course of the 117-minute film, Hit-Girl utters every curse word conceived since the beginning of
time and is responsible for more than half of the
film’s body count. Kick-Ass taught me that this is
an acceptable way for a young girl to behave. It’s
even funny to laugh at it.
Of her role in the R-rated comedy Kick-Ass, actress Chloe Moretz had this to say to MTV: “If I
ever uttered one word that I said in the movie, I’d
be grounded for years. I’d be stuck in my room
until I was 20! I would never in a million years say
that.” Maybe it’s just me, but if it’s unacceptable
for a child to swear off the screen, then shouldn’t
this requirement remain the same when she is

Dubstep
Movement
Advances
continued from page eight

role in popularizing Dubstep. In fact, wobble-craftsmen Rusko and Caspa have been
strongly criticized for over-popularizing
and mainstreaming Dubstep by using the
wobble.
Maybe the most popular Dubstep song of
last year (my first exposure to the wobble)
was Excision and Datsik’s “Swagga.” The
throbbing, aggressive wobble almost sounds
like it is talking, and whatever it’s trying to
say isn’t nice. The sound is contagious. This
subgenre, commonly referred to as “BroStep” is considerably more aggressive and
often darker than traditional Dubstep. I recommend Rusko’s “Woo Boost,” Bogore’s remix of “Womanizer,” and virtually anything
else produced by Excision and Datsik. Subtler examples of the wobble can be found
in Rusko’s “Jahova” or Benga’s “26 Bsslines.”
Ambient artist Burial fits authentic, rustic drums sounds, brilliantly paced synthesizer, and atmospheric vocal samples into
the Dubstep framework. He appeals to lovers of Aphex Twin, Boards of Canada, and
other minimalistic IDM (Intelligent Dance
Music) producers. Much of Kode 9’s music
flows in this vein as well. DJ Rupture found
success by using samples from all over the
world in his brilliantly mixed 2008 album
Uproot, forming a phenomenally diverse
and seemingly organic interpretation of
Dubstep.
UNIVERSAL PICTURES
Dubstep is very young, and it is already
blooming into a global, diverse, and fascion the screen as well? Director Matthew Vaughn executed action scenes and memorable lines, but nating movement. It seems to transcend
(Layer Cake and Stardust) claimed that the reason in the end the comic book adaptation comes off lines between other genres and cultures by
he chose to make this movie was because of Hit- simply as a cross between Wanted and Superbad.
fitting those genres into the loose framework
Girl’s character. Well, if that isn’t a reason to make
The ending doesn’t even try to hide the possibil- of Dubstep. It is a common language. From
a movie, then I don’t know what is.
ity of a sequel, which brings me to the last thing the dark, underground, relaxed sounds that
Kick Ass had great potential for being a witty I learned from Kick-Ass. When there’s a sequel in- originated in London ten years ago to the
satire on the superhero genre, and it does succeed volved for a movie like this, expect the body count festive subgenre “Cumbia” in Mexico and
to some degree. It’s rare that you hear of someone to be higher, the profanity count to be through the everything in between, Dubstep is, at the
enjoying a Nicolas Cage performance, but his im- roof, and the idea of making an original movie that very least, worth a few listens.
personation of Adam West is one of the film’s high isn’t a carbon copy of dozens of other films we’ve
To illustrate the diversity and quality of the music described
points. Sadly, the film chooses to go down an all- seen in the past completely out of the question.
in this article, I have recorded a DJ set that includes most
of the songs and artists discussed. It is available for listentoo-familiar path of mindless violence, crude huing online at: www.soundcloud.com/johnrudolphdrexler
mor, and pervasive profanity. There are some welldaniel.tucker@covenant.edu

ASS

Hass Gives Latest Addition to His Collections
“Variations on a Passage in Edward Abbey” four degrees...”
and to nature than we want to believe. Or he
could almost be a passage in a textbook deAfter an exhaustive description, he describes gives delicate, precise descriptions of our lives:
their targets: conversations, thoughts, aspens, scribing the formation of dunes:
the movement of dunes to glaciers and then, barren, without metaphysical trappings or
and the limits of language. Hass has always
in the final lines of the poem:
transcendent motivations, but full of compasbeen fascinated with nature, but never makes
“Viewed in cross section, sand dunes display a
“The movement of grief,
sion against an underlying nothing. It is the
it a spiritual force. Though Milosz has steadied characteristic profile.
which has something in it of the desert’s bare- nothing that his mentor Milosz fought. It is
his voice, he has not made Hass in his image
On the windward side the angle of ascent is ness and of its distances.”
a nothing Hass feels he cannot evade, yet his
as a metaphysical poet. Hass’ new poems show low and gradual—
At his best, Hass constructs delicate, pre- writing is full of abundant life. Perhaps it is in
him to be even more of a reductionist, amazed
twenty to twenty-five degrees from the horizon- cise descriptions of the natural world and then quiet defiance.
at the biological outerworking of nature in hu- tal. On the leeward side
uses them to stab us in the heart. He reminds
man emotions and behavior. His new poem
the slope is much steeper, usually about thirty- us that we are more connected to each other
luke.irwin@covenant.edu
continued from page eight
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Photojournalism: Helping or Healing?
Courtesy of BBC NEWS

by Hannah Cohen
The world has shrunk considerably in
the past several decades, partially due to
the availability of photographs and the
growing profession of photojournalism.
Innovations in technology, along with the
expansion of the modern global economy,
make images available worldwide and allow us to take part in events around the
world. However, as these images become
widely available, we Americans run the risk
of becoming accustomed and even feeling entitled to these photographs. This
attitude often produces resentment and
anger in the photographed culture. This
is particularly true in the case of disasters
like the earthquake in Haiti. How should
Christians deal with this issue? It is clearly
not an issue that can be easily resolved. We
must honestly assess the consequences of
our current system of photojournalism—
both its advantages and disadvantages.
It is certainly true that the great number
of photographers who provided us with information about the disaster risk invading
Hatians’ privacy and dignity. One photojournalist admitted, “It feels awkward when
you get to a scene of violence, tragedy, or
chaos, et cetera, and there are more photographers around a subject than there are even
people at the scene.” This seems to have happened often in Haiti’s history; one photographer who has been visiting Haiti for twenty years said “It was normal for three to six
photographers, plus the occasional TV crew,
to be all working the same scene” during a
Haitian crisis. In one case after this year’s
earthquake, a woman stuck under rubble for
over 50 hours was immediately bombarded
with cameras upon being rescued. It is hard

to avoid wondering how this could be done Time Magazine’s Jay Newton-Small tweeted
in a way that preserves her dignity. In ad- on January 15th, “Haitians are furious w/
dition, photojournalists covering the earth- Americans & the West. They yell [profanity]
quake in Haiti are often the recipients of and...‘put down your camera & dig’ when u
anger and resentment by Haitians who are drive by.” The Haitians have a point; every
frustrated with their lack of practical help. person taking pictures is someone who isn’t

immediately helping to save lives.
It could well be argued that the value of
photojournalism can overrule these moral
issues. Photojournalism has much value,

hannah.cohen@covenant.edu

CHALLENGING OUR TRUTHS
by Matthew Baddorf
I thank God that we have been put in a
school where we are encouraged to seek God’s
truth wherever it may be found. But I am
concerned that we are not truly submitting to
the God of Truth in every part of our minds.
Dawkins once said faith is “belief without
evidence,” even belief against evidence. This
is a terrible way of describing faith in Christ,
but unfortunately, it does seem to describe
the faith we often have in the wisdom of
our own opinions. For me, and I suspect for
many Christians, this faith in my own opinion is often idolatry: every time I ignore or
suppress evidence I don’t like because I really
want my opinion to be right, I am making an
idol. By putting my desire to be vindicated
above the facts, I am saying I care more about
myself than about submitting to God’s truth.
I fear that this form of sin is common in myself and others (especially when it comes to
theological or political beliefs). We must set

our faces like flints towards the truth because that we have made our fallible beliefs an idol. offices often work with completely different
truth is where God dwells. Relentlessly work“Well,” you may say, “I certainly agree that sets of facts, and are surprised when Brooks
ing against our sinful tendency to ignore evi- many people don’t give enough credence to tells them the evidence the other side uses to
dence that points in directions we don’t like other’s points of view. But I want to know the support their theory. Imagine the benefit to
is a part of submission to Christ.
truth, and I’ve carefully looked into the sub- our country if people in politics deliberately
Corporately, our refusal to critically examine jects I’m called to know about, so I don’t have tried to find the best arguments their oppoour comfortable political and cultural beliefs a problem.” I used to think this way, but I’d nents had to offer, not just for the sake of
may well be part of the reason Dawkins is so like to call you (and myself ) to a more radical discrediting them, but out of a sincere desire
credible. If people observe Christians ignoring obedience. Simply reading isn’t enough. I be- to know the truth. Even better, imagine the
evidence that doesn’t support their opinions lieve we must correct our sinful tendency to glory to Christ if his people led the way in goin politics or apologetics, it would be natural idolize our opinions (and through them, our- ing out of their way to seek truth by honestly
for the observers to believe that Christians are selves) by seeking out sources that will chal- considering the best others had to say.
suppressing the truth about God as well.
lenge our views. I have found by painful exI’m not saying that this is pleasant. It isn’t
A caveat is in order. I am not saying that perience that even sources that try hard to be for me. Loving Christ by finding and studywe are called to mastery of every subject on fair are often not as beneficial as sources who ing arguments that challenge my favorite
which we have an opinion. We have much to push things I oppose. Not only do sources opinions is often anything but fun. It feels
do in the world besides study (can I get an that challenge me help me learn about their painful. In fact, it feels like death. But for
Amen?), and it is good to trust the testimony subject, they expose my hidden idols.
those called to worship the crucified Truth
of others, especially when they are called to a
I believe our repentance from these hidden (who is also the resurrected Life), isn’t it a
field of study and we are not. Loving God’s idols would powerfully impact our culture. death what we’re called to?
truth does not require omniscience. What it According to columnist David Brooks, staff
requires is that we be alert to the possibility at Republican and Democratic congressional
mbaddorf@covenant.edu
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To Share or Not to Share
PHOTO COURTESY OF THE CENTINAL

Above is a photo of the original copyright law.

by David Inouye
“Copyright is a form of protection grounded
in the U.S. Constitution and granted by law for
original works of authorship fixed in a tangible
medium of expression….[It] protects original
works of authorship including literary, dramatic,
musical, and artistic works, such as poetry, novels, movies, songs, computer software, and architecture.”* The Constitution gives Congress the
power “[t]o promote the Progress of Science and
useful Arts, by securing for limited Tımes to Authors and Inventors the exclusive Right to their
respective Writings and Discoveries.” This Copyright clause, as it is often called, suggests that the
purpose of copyright law is to promote creativity
and ingenuity rather than hinder them. Without
this protection, copyright law suggests, many authors—whether they be artists, inventors, or scientists—would be unable to support themselves
or continue creating original works.
Section 106 of Title 17 of the U.S. Code gives
at least the following exclusive rights to copyright
holders:

“To reproduce the work in copies or phonorecords;
“To distribute copies or phonorecords of the
work to the public by sale or other transfer of
ownership, or by rental, lease, or lending”
The protection against infringement against
these exclusive rights begins “from the time the
work is created in fixed form.” Therefore, a work
does not need to be submitted to the Copyright
Office or attached with a copyright notice for it
to be under copyright law.
The doctrine of fair use, contained in the U.S.
Copyright Law, provides for the copying and use
of copyrighted material without permission under special circumstances such as criticism, teaching or research. Section 107 does not explicitly
declare what constitutes fair use but rather gives
four guidelines for determining fair use:
“the purpose and character of the use, including
whether such use is of a commercial nature or is
for nonprofit educational purposes;
“the nature of the copyrighted work;
“the amount and substantiality of the portion

used in relation to the copyrighted work as a It is no surprise, therefore, that the only appelwhole; and
late decision on point has held that downloading
“the effect of the use upon the potential market copyrighted songs cannot be defended as fair use,
for or value of the copyrighted work.”
whether or not the recipient plans to buy songs
The courts consider these four guidelines to she likes well enough to spring for.” This essenensure that any alleged fair use of copyrighted tially ended the discussion of whether downloadmaterial fits within the spirit of Copyright Law, ing copyrighted material could be protected unwhich is to secure certain exclusive rights includ- der fair use.
ing reproduction and distribution to the creator.
In 2005, the Supreme Court ruled unaniIn the 2005 case BMG Music v. Gonzalez, mously that the peer-to-peer client Grokster was
the defendant was charged with downloading at to be held accountable for how its product is used
least 30 copyrighted songs using the Kazaa peer- to infringe copyright. Justice David Souter said,
to-peer network. The defendant argued that her “We hold that one who distributes a device with
actions were protected by fair use because she had the object of promoting its use to infringe copydownloaded the songs to determine whether she right, as shown by clear expression or other affirshould buy them, thus increasing the “potential mative steps taken to foster infringement, is liable
market value” for the songs.
for the resulting acts of infringement.” The popuThe court ruled that the defendant had, in fact, lar music sharing site Napster was shut down for
made infringing copies of the songs. Later, a court this same reason in the court case A&M Records
of appeals ruled that: “Music downloaded for free v. Napster.
from the Internet is a close substitute for purThe decisions against Grokster, Napster and
chased music; many people are bound to keep the other file sharing sites clearly indicate that
downloaded files without buying originals. That
is exactly what Gonzalez did for at least 30 songs.
continued on page thirteen

Evaluating Education
by Heather Satterfield & Evelyn Petcher
According to the CIA Factbook, Haiti’s
literacy rate, which refers to the people ages
fifteen and older who can read and write, is
only 52.9%. In a nation listed as one of the
poorest in the world, education will be a crucial part of the rebuilding process in the aftermath of the earthquake that shook Haiti
on January 12 of this year. But what kind of
solution is there for an educational system
that was already broken to begin with? Do
they simply need better content and qualified

teachers, or is there something else missing educational system, it will take more than
from Haiti’s situation?
Western teachers and aid to do that; centuries
Education is important to the health of of hopelessness and fatalistic voodoo beliefs
a nation because it gives people hope, and have hindered its progress. Before deciding
shapes the next generation to look for ways that education will fix Haiti’s problems, we
to give hope to others. In an apology for might want to start by reflecting on whether
the 9/11 attacks published in Time maga- we see our own education as a way to show
zine, Egyptian playwright Ali Salem seeks to others that life is worth living.
explain what led Muslim men to hijack the
In I Corinthians 15, Paul reminds us that
planes that crashed into the World Trade Christ’s resurrection is our hope in this life
Center on September 11, 2001. Salem says, and the life to come. Even in the midst of ex“We must admit that we failed to teach these ams and busyness, we must be careful not to
people that life is worth living.” In Haiti’s forget the significance in what we are learn-

ing. Our Gospel story adds meaning to everything we do, but only if we remember to
look for the ways in which God is teaching
us to live more and more as He created us
to. At the same time, we cannot forget that
not all have this hope, and that we have been
given it in order to share it with others. That
true hope is the only way that restoration can
come in Haiti, and in the broken systems in
our own nations. And our job as students
is first to believe and show others that life is
indeed worth living…because of Christ.
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A Night in the Life of Officer Jim
by Amy Reed

I began patrolling with Jim at 12:30 a.m., Saturday, April 10. But Jim starts much earlier than that,
Did you know there’s a bobcat living behind and usually works until around 7 a.m.
Jackson Hall? The bobcat was last spotted in No“When I start at 11, it takes me until 1:45 to get
vember of 2009 by Security Officer Jim, who used everything shut down,” Jim said. His nightly routo watch the cat prowling on night patrols, along tine includes checking boilers, Chartwells freezers,
with packs of coyotes, foxes, and other wild things and students up to their usual shenanigans.
which roam Covenant’s campus when we’re all
Despite rumors of retirement, for now, Jim reasleep. Jim smiles as he tells me about the times mains on duty. “The day I retire you’ll be seeing me
when he saw “the bobcat lay down and the fox lay on one of those walkers going down to the gym,”
right down beside him,” to assure me of the mild- he said. Rumors may stem from Jim’s training of
mannered nature of the feline.
two new back-up security guards.
One of my favorite people at Covenant College
“I had a stroke up here this past December. I’m
isn’t even a student. Originally a history major from 90% better. There’s still words I can’t say right, but
Florida State, and later deputy of Hilton Head, I can’t let you kids run amuck…you can’t get rid
SC, Jim Haehnlein of Walden Security is not only of me that easily,” Jim said, explaining the need for
incredibly good-natured and friendly, but keeps back-up security.
Covenant safe every night. “I do about five miles
One of the reasons Jim is determined to keep
a night,” Jim said.
working is to pay medical bills for his wife, who sufJim retired from serving as Hilton Head’s deputy fers from severe heart issues and other health probin 2006, but only spent two weeks idle before he lems. Jim has installed an entire security system in
began working for Walden Security, which he has their home for her safety, including two panic butbeen head of ever since. “Either I was bored or my tons, one by her bed and one around her neck, to
wife wanted me out,” he said, laughing.
call the police immediately, who have the Haehn-

lein’s address flagged. The next challenge the couple
faces is her open-heart surgery. In light of all of this,
Jim tries to remain positive. “We take the good with
the bad,” he said.
Jim cares quite a bit for Covenant students as well.
“I just enjoy being around you kids,” he commented.
I listened carefully as Jim told some other students
and I stories of his two ghost sightings, which took
place on different patrols of the 4th and 5th floors
of Carter, around 3:30 a.m.
Jim even made himself available during the recent snow and ice storms. “Greg [Ford] called me
in early when it iced. I stayed in the Probasco room.
They wanted to be sure I got here,” he said.
It’s a good thing he was here, too, because despite
Jim’s warm personality, he never hesitates to get the
job done. He is unbelievably thorough and has an
excellent attention to detail. Jim also likes to mix up
his routines, as is fitting for security. “There’s no set
pattern on me… I’m that proverbial bad penny, I
can show up at any moment,” he said.
While patrolling, we checked places on campus
that I would have never thought to look. “I usually wander out here in the dark,” Jim said. “There’s

not a places on this campus that I don’t know about
where these kids can hide.”
Jim is also not easily shocked due to his past experiences. “There’s nothing you kids can do that I
haven’t seen during spring break at Hilton Head.”
He also served three years in Vietnam, which left
him with two plastic knees. “I can tell you what an
AK-47 sounds like real close.”
So despite the fact that Jim must sometimes
catch and report students participating in unsavory
activities, he is greatly appreciated by many, and
enjoys spending time with students. Last year he received Walden Security’s Officer of the Year award
for 2008, along with many thanks from the college.
“I also get thank-you’s from parents, so it balances
out,” he commented as we walked through the dark
halls of Carter, which Jim believes are reminiscent
of The Shining.
At age 70, Jim’s still going strong. Greg Ford,
Safety and Security Coordinator, commented that
“As long as Jim’s working I can get some sleep.” And
because of Jim’s hard work and dedication, so can
the rest of us.

amy.reed@covenant.edu

Covenant’s Stone Age Technology
by Paul McClain
Few would argue that the times that we
live in are anything less than astounding
when it comes to technology and science.
We are able to communicate across the
globe more effectively and smoothly every year, boost productivity through use of
modern technology and science, and store
as much data as we want on personal computers and cloud servers. For the Christian, we may point to these achievements
as evidence of the One who has created
us. In fact, at Covenant College, a place
where the motto is “In All Things Christ
Preeminent,” I would hope we would applaud thinking that shows an integration
between faith and technology. If we took
these claims and presented them to an observer, he or she might conclude that Covenant is making great strides to “stay abrest”
of the latest technological advances.
I am afraid that, for many students, this
is simply not the case. The inadequacy of
technology at Covenant College is disappointing at best. Three examples that come
to mind: laboratory computers that perform on a sub-par basis, Covenant’s proxy
server, and the wireless connection.
Ironically, as I was writing this article, I
lost my wireless connection two or three
times, and it appeared that there was little
I could do about this. This is a recurring
problem in my dorm building, and I am
not the only person to have experienced
this. Certainly outages are to be expected, but the connection is at such a poor
level some days that even accessing email
is a time-consuming activity. Recently, I

was unable to watch the end of the NCAA ing events. But what if I had needed to do frustrated by the general condition of the
Men’s Basketball National Championship some research at this time? Not only was computers. By far, the biggest complaint
because my internet connection slowed to it impossible to stream video of the game, is the sluggishness of the machines in
a crawl. Although I suspect a good num- but loading a search engine took well over Mills: not only did some of the computber of students were watching the game at a minute. This is hardly effective or con- ers take two to three minutes to boot, but
the very same time, the fact remains that venient. A common recourse in this situ- many times they were incapable of runthe bandwidth for the school was unable to ation is to flee down to the computer labs ning simultaneous programs. At times, the
keep up with current demand.
before they close and hope to find an open machines slowed so much they had to be
Admittedly, this example is silly. Some computer. This brings me to my next ob- re-booted. The most obvious solution to
will rightly argue that the main function servation.
this is a hardware update, but it seems to
of the school’s wireless connection is not
I have been in numerous classes where
to provide an outlet for watching sport- both the instructor and the students were
continued on page thirteen
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Events Calendar
Covenant College
Invisible Children Legacy Tour Screening with Guest Speaker Norman Okot and Special Performance by Raenbow Station
April 23 7 p.m. in the Chapel.

Sock-hop hosted by Ballroom Dance
April 23 8 p.m. in the Gym.

Classes End
April 28

BUILD Campaign Celebration with Sweet Georgia Sound
April 30 6:30 p.m. on the Dottie Brock Gardens. Heavy hors d’oeuvres and
desserts will be served.

Exam Cram
May 3 9-11 p.m. in the Great Hall

Commencement
May 8 10 a.m.

Residence Halls Close
May 8 5 p.m.

Downtown
Chattanooga Swing at Lindsay Street Hall
Monday nights 7:30-9:30 p.m.

Scenes from Shakespeare
April 23-24 at Chattanooga Theater Center to commemorate Shakespeare’s
446th Birthday

Morgan Bayer
April 29 7 p.m. at Mudpie

A Breath of Fresh Art
May 1-31 at the In-Town Gallery. Opening reception May 7 at 5 p.m.

The Tivoli
Broad Street Film Festival
April 22-24

Chattanooga State Orchestra: We Will Rock You
May 1 at 8 p.m. Orchestral Queen: Heck yes!

Clarifying Copyright
continued from page eleven
peer-to-peer file sharing of copyright material is illegal, including music. MaryBeth Peters,
who is the Register of Copyrights, declared,
“Mr. Chairman, make no mistake. The law is
unambiguous. Using peer-to-peer networks
to copy or distribute copyrighted works without permission is infringement and copyright
owners have every right to invoke the power
of the courts to combat such activity.” Additionally, MaryBeth Peters stated, “There are
some who argue that copyright infringement
on peer-to-peer systems is not truly harmful
to copyright owners and may even help them
generate new interest in their products. The
law leaves that judgment to the copyright
owner and it ought not [to] be usurped by
self-interested third parties who desire to use
the copyright owner’s work.”
Christians often emphasize portions of
the law that fit nicely with their passions and
behavior, while ignoring others that do not.
Indeed, it is true that there is very little which
can be directly applied to the issue of music
sharing in the Bible. However, Romans 13
suggests a principle that should be enlightening to any discussion of legal issues including
music sharing.
According to Romans 13, “there is no authority [including the U.S. Government] ex-

cept that which God has established.” Furthermore, for Christians to rebel against
this authority is to “bring judgment upon
[themselves].” Most importantly, Christians
should not simply obey because of their fear
of punishment; rather, they should obey out
of conscience. Paul states, “Therefore, it is
necessary to submit to the authorities, not
only because of possible punishment but also
because of conscience.” The Christian conscience should prohibit Christians from acting unlawfully, whether they agree with the
law or not—the only exception made clear in
scripture is those laws which conflict with direct Biblical commands. As an expression of
submission to authority and respect for God’s
authority, Christians must make it a priority
to both seek out the meaning of their government’s laws and live according to the purpose
of these laws. Because music sharing is indeed
illegal, Christians are without excuse because
God calls them to follow the laws of governing
authorities who have been established by him.
* Main source for most quotes is copyright.gov
Research for this article was also conducted
by Kathleen Teague, Daniel Coulbourne, Adam
Clason, and Jon Casselberry.

david.inouye@covenant.edu

Tech Updates Needed
continued from page twelve
me that this could prove difficult economically. A more viable (and free) solution
is to reduce unwanted software from the
lab machines. Recently, a survey was sent
around asking students, faculty, and staff
to describe which software they regularly
used and which software they rarely used.
Perhaps those results could be taken into
account when performing maintenance on
the computers around campus.
Finally, all of the students on campus are
familiar with what is known as the “filter.”
Simply put, this is the software that runs
parallel to the wireless connection at school
which monitors web activity and blocks
“harmful” websites. For this particular filtering software to work at its full potential,
a pop-up window must remain open at all
times. Unfortunately the presence of this
popup window does not always indicate
that a user is authenticated and many times
during the day the connection to the filter
will drop, requiring the user to log in again.
Thanks to the requirement of the filter to
have a pop-up present on the user’s computer at all times, browsing the internet with
certain browsers (Google Chrome comes
to mind) becomes tedious or impossible.
This is frustrating on many levels, especially when one is composing a long email only
to discover that the filter has “timed out”,
forcing the user to re-authenticate before

they may send their email. Many times
during the semester, the authenticator simply will not accept the proper credentials,
no matter how carefully a user has typed
them.
Perhaps the worst thing I have heard
about the content filtering system is its
doggedness in filtering “inappropriate” advertising. This is well and good, but many
students who have no interest in going to
“inappropriate” websites discover they have
been blocked from surfing the web for a
time thanks to the diligence of the filter.
After a certain amount of access denials,
the proxy server blocks the user from using
the internet. It seems to me that a better
way of filtering content could be found and
employed at Covenant College, rather than
the ineffective way it is handled now.
We are to excel as Christians in all good
aspects of life that we are brought into; I
believe this includes the use of technology.
As it stands now, Covenant College is obviously behind in some areas of technology:
if these issues were addressed properly we
would not need to worry about technology
being an obstacle to learning. Our education at Covenant College is one which
is challenging, rigorous, and glorifying to
God; it is this way because we have firstclass faculty and curriculum. Shouldn’t our
technology be first-class too?

paul.mcclain@covenant.edu
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Third Time Not the Charm
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by Sam Belz

battled hard; they just got the better of us.”
In the first game of the doubleheader, no
Saturday, the Covenant College men’s runs were scored until the fifth inning and it
baseball team (14-16) suffered their second was not until the sixth and seventh innings,
and third loss in a three-game, weekend se- that Reinhardt, a college in North Georgia
ries against Reinhardt College at Highlands associated with the Methodist church, came
Park. In front of a small crowd of a bleach- from behind to win. Covenant had a chance
er-full of Covenant fans and a hodge podge at the end of the first game with bases loadof College work-study students, the Scots ed, two outs. They could not pull it out.
lost 5-3, 5-3 in an afternoon doubleheader.
“We hit the ball hard; we just put it in all
“We don’t have fun losing. At least we battled the wrongs spots,” said senior Cody Baxand gave our best,” said Head Coach Doug ter, who, during his four years at Covenant,
Simons, who has coached the Scots for four has played both soccer and baseball for the
years since the program’s resurrection in 2006. school. “We gotta put it where they ain’t.”
“This was not a team that was better than us.
In game two of the doubleheader, the
We lost three games by two runs each. We Scots never took the lead, but they avoided

a disaster inning like the day before when on and off the field is the most important
Reinhardt scored five runs in the second thing. “I’d rather lose the right way than
inning. In the bottom of the seventh, the win the wrong way,” he said. “I’m proud
final inning of the game, freshman Sterling of the guys, the way they act and their attiWitt hit a solo home run, but it was not tudes towards it. It seems like the whole seenough. Reinhardt’s pitching suffocated ries, we got behind early and had to battle
Scots batters with three strikeouts to end back,” said Simons, who is encouraged by
Covenant a second time for the day.
the tenacity of this year’s team compared to
“They nibbled away at us. A little din- other years. “The difference between this
ker here, a little dinker there,” said junior team and teams in the past--they keep batBrandon Hagopian, who, after the game, tling. They believe they can battle back.”
was a little annoyed at the thin crowds, “It’s
The Scots play Tennessee Temple on
kinda weird being the home team but feel- Thursday and they will be looking for their
ing like the visiting team when they have first win in five games.
more fans than we did. Oh well.”
For Coach Simons, the team’s conduct
sbelz@covenant.edu

Can You Spell B-A-T-T-L-E-B-A-L-L?
by Greg Steele
When preview weekends roll around, Covenant College students steel themselves for the
intense physical challenge that lies ahead of
them--battleball. Halls gather together, don the
appropriate apparel, and parade down to Barnes
Gym to reignite old rivalries for another semester.
This spring was no exception. Ghetto arrived shirtless but wearing ties, and Founders
arrived in their typical assortment of colorful
costumes. The more subdued halls sported less
obvious marks of their kinship. Second Central arrived in white t-shirts, Andreas wore an
assortment of red and jerseys, and Mac wore
various shades of red as well. The gym filled

with chants and cheers as the teams took their tition line. Finally, Griffin launched a fireball at son of Second Central. Morrison and Higgins
places in the stands.
Alexander. The crowd erupted as the ball hit the grabbed two balls and circled each other as the
After Athletic Director Tami Smialek gave jumping Alexander in the legs. And with that, crowd screamed for both of them. Finally, Morpreliminary instructions, the first teams took the tournament’s first game came to an end.
rison launched a ball at Higgins, and, as Higthe court for the opening game--Ghetto versus
The tournament proceeded fairly unevent- gins dodged the first ball, Morrison launched
Mac. In a stunning turn of events, the Found- fully after the first game. Second Central put the second ball which hit Higgins squarely to
ers team, which traditionally has a heated away Andreas fairly easily, and despite plac- win the game for Central.
rivalry with Ghetto, broke out in cheers for ing their sacred picture of Rob Jackson on the
The last few games were routine. Andreas
them while the rest of the gym quickly began basketball goal for inspiration, Founders could quickly put away Founders and then Ghetto, and
to cheer for Mac. With both sides sufficiently not overcome Ghetto’s vicious attacks. Andreas then, in the final, they destroyed Second Censpurred on by their supporters, the buzzer came back to handily take out Mac, but the tral in both games to become the Spring 2010
rang and the game began.
pattern would not last. In the next game, Sec- Preview Weekend battleball champions. We will
After a few minutes of play, the field was ond Central and Ghetto battled each other with have to wait until the fall to see if the halls make
whittled down to one player from each team. vigor that had not been seen since the opening any tweaks to improve their teams. Until then,
Ghetto’s Dillon Griffin and freshman Andrew game. The field was once again brought down Andreas will remain the King of Battleball.
Alexander of Mac circled each other, getting to two players; this time it was sophomore Matt
balls from their teammates behind the compe- Higgins of Ghetto and freshman Tyler Morrigreg.steele@covenant.edu
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REMEMBER US
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SNAP SHOT OF THE YEAR
by Issac Speicher
Can you smell it? I’m talking about that
aroma that’s getting more potent every day.
I’m talking about the smell of sunscreen,
sweat, chlorine, ice cream, and freshly cut
grass. Wise men and scientists call this
smell “summer.” Like hide-and-seek, it’s
coming, ready or not.
Seniors are preparing to exit the Covenant community and begin life after college while a new batch of young people are
preparing to enter. Finals are right around
the corner. The end of the year is within
sight. So what are the sports fans going to
miss from athletics? What are the spectator
stories that ten years from now we’re going
to say, “Remember when…?” But furthermore, what has made us want to hold our
breath for next year’s seasons?
Our men’s soccer team will miss the senior leadership that led their impressive run
through the NCCAA national tournament,
claiming 3rd place in the country. Led by a
plethora of upperclassmen talent, our men
manifested all season long how good of a
coach Nathan Pifer is. We have reason to be
excited to see the development of youth and
the progression of the annual stars.
We will remember the late season surge
after a rocky start by our Lady Scots soccer
team to take 4th place in Nationals. If you
look in Webster’s dictionary for the word
“perseverance,” you will see a picture of our

Lady Scots soccer team.
We will fondly remember the efforts of
our Cross Country, men and women. Can
you say discipline? In addition, all our
women’s volleyball team ever does is compete, compete, compete. Replacing two key
seniors will be a task, but with the youth
and talent that will only be getting better,
can you say “break-out season?” Because I
feel one coming. Very soon.
A year after losing their All-American
point guard and head coach, our Women’s
Basketball team picked themselves up and
gave us reason to believe that the future
holds great things. With a solid set of upperclassmen and promising recruits, Coach
Tami Smialek will have all the tools necessary to post an impressive season next year.
In addition to the women, in an interview with some of the men’s basketball players, I asked them if they could give me the
definition of the word “quit.” They couldn’t
give me an answer because they had never
quit themselves. All season long, our men’s
team showed heart and determination, even
when undersized and outmanned. Under
the leadership of Coach Kyle Taylor, there’s
going to be a lot of “fight in this dog” when
next season rolls around.
While our spring sports are yet to be concluded, all of them have the ability to compete deep into their regional tournaments
and hopefully on to nationals. However, it’s
not just the performances on the courts and

fields that we will remember and miss. The
fact of the matter is while our programs
compete at a high level, some programs
are stronger than others, and a majority of
Covenant’s athletes are expected to do more
than just their athletic duties.
They are part of the Covenant community and we will miss all the seniors that
are moving on to the next chapter of their
lives. And this does not apply to only the
intercollegiate athletes. Anyone who has
been at Covenant for more than one year
would agree with the notion that every year
is different. With every group of seniors
that leave and with every group of incoming freshmen, the atmosphere changes a bit.
Next year will be different from this year
whether we like it or not.
For many, it is almost time to take the
beloved three-month break called summer. For some of us, pages of life are turning. Warm weather, camping trips, water
adventures, and eating s’mores, hot dogs,
and hamburgers to the point or vomiting
is coming nigh. A wink of relaxation and
forgetting of tests and papers approaches.
However, do not cremate this year’s memories, including the athletics.
Appreciate the athletes. Appreciate the
dedication and appreciate their efforts as
ambassadors of the college. Thank the seniors and congratulate them for the race
run. Encourage those who have time to improve. But also remember the other seniors

whom you might not have seen on the playing fields or courts. Take a minute to take
a snap shot of the past year, because before
you know it, next year will be here, and so
much will have changed
Not to get sappy, but one of my favorite
movies of all time is “Friday Night Lights,”
about high school football in the great
state of Texas. One of my favorite parts
of the movie is where the coach comes in
and gives the always-effective halftime pep
talk. As the team is losing to a far athletically superior team, the coach makes the
point that after the game is over, the seniors
on the team will be done. They will most
likely never play organized football the rest
of their lives. The coach then says with his
southern Billy Bob Thorton accent, “I want
you to look around the room. I want you
to look your teammates in the eye. And I
want you to put each other in your hearts
forever. Because forever is about to happen.”
While this may be a little corny without the
setting, it applies to our setting as the end
of the year approaches.
Lastly, according to the unbelievably reliable source for historical accuracy, the movie “300” about the Battle of Thermopylae,
King Leonidas gives one final request for
his messenger to relay back to the people of
Sparta before he dies. He said, “Remember
us.”

issac.speicher@covenant.edu
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SPRING 2010 IN SPORTS
PHOTOS BY GARRETT REID
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(From top left to bottom right) Jonathan Carter (‘12), Stephen Woody (‘13), Sonja Townsend (‘13), Garrett Reid (‘10), John Hirte (‘12), Amanda Jane
Saunders (’13), Anthony Sligh (‘13), Kimberlee Peebles (‘11), Jordan Agate (‘12), Chelsea Krafft (‘12).

